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of the Blue (The Doobie

Brothers album) Out of the
Blue is the fifth studio album
by American rock band The
Doobie Brothers, released in
1979. Out of the Blue is the

first Doobie Brothers album to
feature synthesizers,
percussion and other
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electronic instruments rather
than organ and piano, which

the band had been using
since the release of their

1977 album Takin' it Easy. It
was the last Doobie Brothers
album to feature singer Tom
Johnston, as well as the last

with drummer John Hartman.
(Former drummer Gary

Wright was the band's singer
from 1979 to 1983.) It was

also the only Doobie Brothers
album to feature saxophone
player Tom Johnston, who

played on almost every track.
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It was also the last Doobie
Brothers studio album to be
produced by Tom Dowd, who

worked on the band's five
previous studio albums. The
album had a similar sound to
the band's previous album,
Takin' it Easy, but was also

more diverse, with a marked
departure from the band's
previous sound and a more

theatrical feel. The album was
the band's first to feature

prominent use of synthesizers
and drums in the mix; the

synthesizer and drum sounds
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were designed by Tom Dowd.
Like the group's previous

album, Takin' it Easy, Out of
the Blue includes a country
number called "Out of the

Blue" (which was written and
played by bassist John

McFee), as well as a funk
song called "Funky Town".
Some of the album's songs
were performed with a horn
section, but the songs were

not dedicated specifically to a
particular band member,

whereas the songs on Takin'
it Easy were dedicated to
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members individually, and
were performed with a band
featuring the same members
as the band. Two songs on

the album, "Unsinkable Molly
Brown" and "Wave", were
written by Curtis Mayfield.

The latter song won the 11th
Annual Grammy Award for

Song of the Year in the same
year, thus breaking a record
previously held by the group.
In 1999, Out of the Blue was
ranked number 132 on Rock
Years' list of the 500 greatest

albums of all time. Track
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